serendipity... souls that meet, paths that cross, lives
that evolve, stories that write themselves in the sound
that emerges from a silence that fortune takes away
from us and chance gives to us.
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Alchemists
of contemporary
sounds
Eclecticism and fusion of diverse genres and musical influences that they
create as contemporary sound alchemists elaborating sounds that delve
into sub-genres of electronic music such as techno, dubstep, dance, trance
or filmscore obtaining suggestive sound textures.
Conventional metrics coexist with other unprecedented ones in electronics
interlacing voice, percussion and synthesizers in the search for an
enveloping and elegant sound with which to draw recognizable sound, in
which each theme develops its own light, mimicking different styles within
a musicaly defined concept.
A novel listening experience in the framework of electronic music
materialized in themes from equidistant points of view.

Symbiosis
Walking through the music, the paths of Paula and Trasgoblin come together
in fortuitous meeting in 2015, where the opportunity gave them the glimpse
of stylistic union, the look of musical complicity, the space for generational
symbiosis.
From that casual energy springs the seed of an idea that came to the hands
of the producer Bori Alarcón, who captured that flash through his prism,
chiseling the idea and the concept, providing a more refined vision and defining
the foundations of Madhero. In the Montepríncipe Studios (Madrid) some of the
themes that Bori, through his global vision and knowledge, convert into key
pieces of the project are recorded.
From this crossroads, this gift of fortune unravels passionate songs on
three pillars. Voice and lyrics, rhythm and melodies.

PAULA
Starting confidently for a very early age, in a precocious, carefree, happy
way, with the calmness and presents of those who step on stage at 7 years
old. She experiments with different genres, flirts with various musical
styles, modulates her vocal performance in a natural self-taught way
and perfects it through training in the vocal field, as well as in dance.
Soul, rock, pop ... nothing is too much for an artist hungry for learning.
At the age 11 she recorded her first album, followed by another 13.
She has appeared on many local, national and international radio
and television programs. She has also performed in many cafés, clubs,
theatres, concerts in halls, including Hard Rock Café in Madrid. All music
critics speak highly of her strong and solid style, her eclectic nuances
and her vocal dymanics.
His lyrics exude sensuality, elegance, honesty, maturity and beauty.

TRASGOBLIN
Curiosity, tenacity and perseverance define a self-taught musician who,
during his student life, began to experiment with sounds and inquire into
musical creation. Passionate about music, he decided to make it his way of
life, beginning to take his first professional steps in the mid-70s in various
musical formations.
But his story takes an unexpected turn when at the beginning of the 80s he
moved to Madrid and started working as a sound engineer at the legendary
Rockola Hall in a career that for more than 35 years has giving him the
responsibility for the sound of events, tours, festivals and concerts with
international artists such as Frank Sinatra, The Ramones, Nina Hagen, Tina
Turner, James Brown, Ray Charles, Miles Davis, Eric Clapton, as well as
national talents like Miguel Ríos, Ana Belén, Diana Navarro, Joaquín Cortés,
Serrat, Julio Iglesias, Malú or Pablo Alborán among many others.
Experience, discipline and temperance define this meticulous, conscientious
and generous artist who now turns his inexhaustible source of knowledge
into this personal project where he unleashes all his creativity.
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